Letter of Authorization

November 12, 2020

To whom it may concern,

Porex Corporation confirms that Nanjing Danheng Technology Co., Ltd. (Danheng) is authorized to manufacture Porex TMF modules at their facility in Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, China. Porex TMF modules manufactured by Danheng will continue using TMF tubes manufactured by Porex as the functional filtration components inside the module.

Danheng has been certified by Porex to build modules to the Porex specified design, following Porex manufacturing process. Modules can be sold directly by Danheng in China and South Korea and other individual countries authorized by Porex. Use of the Porex branding on TMF modules manufactured by Danheng is approved by Porex.

This confirmation is effective immediately and valid until February 15, 2025.

Any questions or requests for additional information should be directed to Ashley Barefoot (ashley.barefoot@filtrationgroup.com).

Sincerely,

Ashley Barefoot